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EGYPT'S WADI GROUP EYES
ETHIOPIAN POULTRY
SECTOR
Egypt's agri-business leader Wadi
Group targets expanding activities
in Ethiopian poultry sector within
the upcoming period through
establishing fattening farms and
other related facilities, CEO Tony
Freiji confirmed.

Freiji added that over the last
years, the group aimed at
expanding in a number of African
markets
through
establishing
agricultural and industrial base to
develop poultry, agricultural crops,
and fodder industry sectors.
Wadi Group combines all of its
agro-business activities including
poultry and fish farming, as well as
feed and processed food products.

ETHIOPIA EDGES CLOSER
TO JOINING AFRICA TRADE
INSURANCE
ATI is an insurance agency that
guarantees trade and investment
between member African countries.
It now has 40 member states and
investments worth 17 billion dollars
in Africa.
It is recalled that the Export Credit
Guarantee Company of Egypt
(ECGE) and the African Trade
Insurance Agency (ATI) has signed
a Memorandum of Understanding
(MOU) With a combined portfolio of
over $450 million in SHARM EL
SHEIKH, 12 April, 2010 that will
see both institutions partner to
facilitate more domestic and
Foreign Direct Investment (FDI)
and exports into Africa.

Ethiopia’s bid to join the African
Trade Insurance Agency (ATIA)

has come close to be finalized as
the
Houses
of
Peoples’
Representatives (HPR) reviewed
the draft bill that stipulates
membership terms for the country
when joining the continental
insurance organization.
Membership in the agency will give
the country’s trade sector an
insurance access, promotes the
trade and creates competitive trade
capacity that can enhance local
production and export.
Political and trade risks are
insurance products beyond the
capacity of national insurance
companies as they require a huge
amount of money. Once Ethiopia
obtains full membership of the ATI
it is entitled to receive dividends
from the profits of the agency and
ATI could collect premiums from
companies in the country after
selling political and trade products.
Since 2003, it claims that it has
supported over $17 billion worth of
trade and investments across the
continent, secured an investment
grade rating of 'A' from Standard &
Poor's, and expanded membership
with plans to attract even more
African member countries and
international financial institutions in
the near term.
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DBE PLANS TO DISBURSE
USD 5.6 BILLION LOAN
DURING GTP-II PERIOD
The bank has set strategic plan to
disburse more than USD 5.6 billion
loan to support investment projects
of the private sector and operators
of small and medium enterprises
(SMEs) within the five years of the
GTP II period.

through
encouraging
foreign
investors. Foreign investors that
are able to cover 50 percents of the
total investment cost can get 50
percents investment capital from
the development bank.

FOUNDATION STONE LAID
FOR ETHIOPIA’S MEGA GAS
PROJECT
The foundation stone laying
ceremony for the new mega gas
project, which comprises a natural
gas pipeline, a liquefaction plant
and an export terminal at
Damerjog, Djibouti, Is conducted
with the presence of President of
Djibouti.

From the total amount of money
allocated for loan in the GTP II
period, 3.6 billion is to be disbursed
to the investment projects in
agriculture, manufacturing, agro
processing, mining, energy and
construction industries owned by
the local and foreign investors. The
rest USD 2 billion loan is assigned
for small and micro enterprises
transformed into medium level.
The bank has a target to increase
foreign direct investment (FDI)

The pipeline project will enable
Ethiopia to export gas to China and
support
socio-economic
development across the region.
The new 700 km pipeline will
transport up to 12 billion cubic
meters of natural gas a year from
Ethiopia
to
Djibouti.
The
liquefaction plant will have capacity
to produce up to 10 million tons of
liquefied natural gas (LNG) per
year after completion of the project.

The project, which will be funded
by Chinese firm POLY-GCL
Petroleum Group Holdings Ltd, will
cost approximately US$4 billion.
Construction work is expected to
start shortly and will take three
years to complete.
This mega gas project involves
three countries – Djibouti, Ethiopia
and China - which have agreed to
work together in order to make this
project successful and operational
as soon as possible.
The foundation stone laying
ceremony follows the signing of the
Framework Agreement between
Djibouti and POLY-GCL in October
2014, the Protocol Agreement
between Djibouti and Ethiopia in
February 2015, and the Heads of
Agreement between Ethiopia and
POLY-GCL in September 2015.
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DANGOTE TO DOUBLE ITS
CEMENT INVESTMENT IN
ETHIOPIA

“Djibouti sits at the crossroads of
one of the busiest shipping routes
in the world, linking Europe, the Far
East, the Horn of Africa and the
Gulf. It is a natural gateway for
Africa, providing sea, air, rail and
road links.

The richest African business
tycoon, Aliko Dangote, is set to
boost his investment in Ethiopia.

Mr. Barton Yu, Chairman and
President of POLY-GCL, said,
“This is an important energy project
for POLY-GCL Petroleum Group in
our endeavor to develop mutually
beneficial cooperation with the
Governments of Djibouti and
Ethiopia. It will enhance the wellbeing of the Djiboutian and
Ethiopian peoples, while creating a
positive impact on China’s energy
security.”

Aliko Dangote, chairman of the
Dangote Industries, affirmed his
commitment
to
boost
his
investment in Ethiopia. Dangote
has set up a cement factory in
Ethiopia at a cost of 600 million
dollars. The factory, with an annual
production capacity of 2.5 million
tons, began running in June 2015.
The factory lying on 134 hectars of
land 85 km west of Addis Ababa,
employs 1500 workers.

The mega gas project will become
the second major joint energy
infrastructure project between the
Republic of Djibouti and Ethiopia.
In September 2015, the two
countries signed a US$1.5 billion
agreement to construct a 550 km
refined petroleum products pipeline
linking Djibouti’s ports to the Awash
terminal
in
central
Ethiopia.
Scheduled for completion in 2018,
the petroleum pipeline will be built
by Black Rhino Group and Mining
Oil & Gas Services.

Considering the fast economic
growth Ethiopia is registering and
the booming construction industry,
Dangote Industries has decided to
undertake a massive expansion
project at the existing plant.

Dangote Cement Ethiopia is set to
build
a
second
cement
manufacturing plant with an
installed capacity of 2.5 million tons
at a cost of 600 million dollars. The
company has requested the
Oromiya
Regional
State
for
additional 18 hectares of land for
the expansion project.
The Chinese cement specialist
Sinoma International will undertake
the construction of the second
plant. The same company had built
the first unit. The construction of
the second unit will take two years
and When completed Dangote
Ethiopia will have a total annual
production capacity of five million
tons of cement.
The company is also exploring the
export market. Dangote Cement
has started exporting cement to
North Kenya. Since February, the
company exported 2200 tons of
cement valued at 240,000 dollars.
They are studying the South
Sudan, Somalia and Djibouti
markets and have noted that there
is a significant market potential in
those neighboring countries.
Dangote Cement managed to
produce and sell one million tons of
cement in the first six month of
operation (June-December 2015).
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This year the company plans to sell
2.3 million tons of cement.
In addition to the second cement
plant, Dangote Cement is also
planning to build a cement-bag
manufacturing plant. The cementbag plant will be built infront of the
cement manufacturing plant near
Mugher town at a cost of 19 million
dollars. The planned plant will-have
the capacity to produce 120 million
cement
bags
annually.
The
company will use only 30-35
percent of the produce the rest will
be supplied to local cement
factories. Dangote Cement Ethiopia
will expand the cement bag
manufacturing plant and start
producing PP bags used to bag
sugar, cereals, fertilizer and other
products.
Once
they
have
completed the first bag plant they
will build the second phase that will
produce different PP bags for other
purposes
There are about 20 cement
factories in Ethiopia with a total
annual production capacity of 15
million tons but only Messebo
Cement has its own cement bag
factory. The country’s annual
cement consumption stands at nine
million tons.
The Dangote Investment Group

owns Dangote Cement, Africa’s
biggest cement company and
number one cement supplier in
Africa, Dangote Sugar Refinery,
Dangote Industries and Dangote
Oil
Services.
According
to
Bloomberg Billionaires Index Mr.
Dangote is worth 12.9 billion
dollars.

ETHIOPIA TO GET ITS FIRST
EVER PVC RESIN
(POLYVINYL CHLORIDE)
MANUFACTURING PLANT

The
Endowment
Fund
for
Rehabilitation of Tigray (EFFORT)
has
contracted
a
Chinese
engineering
company—
ECE
Engineering Corporation—for the
construction of the first ever PVC
resin
(Polyvinyl
Chloride)
manufacturing plant at cost of five
billion birr (USD 250 million at

current exchange rates) in Arato
locality of Mekelle city, the capital
of the Tigray Regional State.
The plant is estimated to have an
installed capacity of 60,000 tons of
PVC resin per year which varied in
quality grading from SG1 to SG8.
Apart from that, the chemical
manufacturing complex would also
have a host of other side
production lines that includes
Chlorine
alkali
plant,
Vinyl
Chloride Monomer (VCM) plant,
PVC pant, water treatment plant,
waste management plant and few
others.
PVC resin is one critical industrial
chemical that is in great demand
both domestically and abroad.
According to experts, the chemical
is strategic for manufacturers
especially
among
plastic
manufacturing plants in Ethiopia.
Currently, a considerable foreign
exchange is devoted to import this
product,
especially
from
oil
producing countries as since it
could also be made from distilled
petroleum.
The project site is known to be
highly endowed with limestone
which is key for PVC resin
manufacturing plant.

“Djibouti sits at the crossroads
of one of the busiest shipping
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DERBA CEMENT PLANS TO
ERECT ITS SECOND PLANT
AT A COST OF USD 300
MILLION

Derba Cement, one of the
subsidiary companies of MIDROC
Ethiopia, is to undertake a massive
expansion project at its cement
plant in Derba at a cost of 300
million dollars 80 km north-west of
Addis
Ababa
With
installed
capacity of producing 25 million
quintals of cement annually.
Derba Cement had built the first
cement plant at a cost of 351
million dollars. The first plant has
an annual production capacity of 25
million quintals. The factory is
currently producing and selling 20
million tons of cement annually.

Derba Cement is holding talks with
the Chinese construction firm—
China National Building Materials
Company— which had built the first
cement plant. The first plant was
inaugurated by the late prime
minister Meles Zenawi and Sheik
Mohammed Hussein Ali Alamoudi,
owner and chairman of MIDROC
Ethiopia in February 2012. Derba
Cement played a major role in
stabilizing the sky-rocketing cement
price at that time. Derba has
imported 1000 Volvo trucks at total
cost of 200 million dollars for its
operation.
Derba also has a gypsum
manufacturing plant with an
installed capacity of 2000 quintals
per day.

BLACK RHINO COMPLETES
FEASIBILITY STUDY ON
ETHIO-DJIBOUTI FUEL
PIPELINE

The
South
Africa-based
infrastructure investment group,
Black Rhino Group, has finalized its
feasibility study on a 1.5 billion
dollars Ethio-Djibouti fuel pipeline
construction project. It has also
been confirmed that the project is
feasible
Backed by Black Stone Group, the
US investment group, Black Rhino
Group, has proposed to the
Ethiopian government to build a
550km-long line to transport diesel,
gasoline and jet fuel from port
access in Djibouti to central
Ethiopia.
The
Ethiopian
government has reviewed the
proposal and accepted it in
principle. The Ethiopian and
Djiboutian governments last year
signed framework agreements to
that effect.
Once an agreement is signed with
the Ethiopian government another
one will be inked with the
government of Djibouti on the
modalities of the pipe construction.
Besides, the contractors need to
raise at least one billion dollars
towards debt financing.
The fuel pipeline project, known as
the Horn of Africa Pipeline,
includes an import facility and
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950,000 barrels of storage capacity
in Damerjog, Djibouti, linked to a
storage
terminal
in
Awash,
Ethiopia. According to Black Rhino,
the 20-inch (51-centimeter) line is
capable of transporting 240,000
barrels of fuel a day. The total cost
of the project is estimated at 1.55
billion dollars.
The project will be a build-operatetransfer (BOT) contract, which
means the developers will build the
facility and operate it for 30 years
and transfer it to the Ethiopian
government. It is Scheduled for
completion in 2018.
Ethiopia is a non-oil producing
country that annually imports three
million metric tons of refined
petroleum products – most of it via
the Port of Djibouti – at a cost of
2.8 billion dollars.
Pipe transport is the most
economical and technologically
advanced mode of fuel transport
system.
“It is the cheapest mode of fuel
transport. It is cheaper than road
and rail transport. It reduces
pollution and waste because of this
Pipe transport would stimulate
Ethiopia’s economic development.

MOROCCAN FERTILIZER
COMPANY EYES ETHIOPIA
TO INVEST USD 500 MILLION

The Morocco-based OCP Africa,
which specializes in fertilizer
manufacturing, is conducting talks
with Ethiopian authorities to set up
a manufacturing plant in Ethiopia at
a cost of half a billion dollars.
OCB Group via OCP Africa- – a
newly set up subsidiary of the
group is considering Ethiopia as an
option in Africa taking into account
the country’s gas resource and
potential. Tarik Choho, chairman
and CEO of OCP Africa said that
OCP
has
been
conducting
feasibility studies and had identified
which types of fertilizers it plans
manufacture in Ethiopia depending
on the soil type.
Hence, the company will plant a

urea and potash processing factory
and if things turn out as expected
the plant will require some 530
million dollars. A similar plant has
been recently built and inaugurated
in Morocco that has required the
same amount of money.
The recent gas pipelines Ethiopia is
planning to construct has paved the
way for OCP Africa to consider
setting up a plant. Gas being a
major
input
to
manufacture
fertilizer; however, is to be well
explored on how much volume the
country can avail for the OCP
Africa.
Adeline
Fabre,
vice
president of OCP Africa – a newly
set up subsidiary under the group
said that the selling price of gas
together with the supply volume
needs to be evaluated.
In addition to that, Ethiopia is
preparing to mine and export
potash,
which
the
fertilizer
manufacturer said is another
advantage. The plant, which will be
erected in Ethiopia, will be
manufacturing
fertilizer
from
Nitrogen,
Potassium
and
Phosphorus. In addition to availing
gas resources, Ethiopia needs to
provide potential amount of potash
mineral in order to have a fertilizer
plant, which will process similar
amounts in Morocco.
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The chairman said that discussions
are well under way but pacing the
time is what he needs to see from
the Ethiopian side. Currently, a task
force is to be set up to look into the
prospects of how the fertilizer
business can be implemented in
Ethiopia. According to the CEO,
Ethiopia needs to determine the
ample availability of gas and
potash resources to realize the
project.
OCP Africa has been supplying
Ethiopia for some time now.
Through a bid process, OCP has
maintained to procure and supply
some 70 to 80 percent of the total
amount
of
fertilizer
Ethiopia
imports. As a major buyer, Ethiopia
stands top in Africa for OCP. The
group has also set up an office in
Addis Ababa.
According to the 2014 data,OCP
Africa shares 27 percent of the
global fertilizer business, mainly of
phosphate, and generates some
4.9 billion dollars and employs
some 21,000 across the board.

ETHIOPIA PLANS TO EARN
OVER 2 BILLION DOLLAR
FROM INDUSTRIAL PARKS IN
GTP II EASING THE HARD
CURRENCY PROBLEM

friendly industrial parks in Hawassa
will be completed in 2016.
The development of industrial
parks is part of Ethiopia’s plan to
become an industrial hub in Africa
by 2025.

ETHIOPIA’S SUGAR
PROJECT GETS $200M
FINANCE

The Industrial Park Development
Corporation plans to earn the
country over 2 billion dollars during
the course of the second Growth
and Transformation Plan (GTP) by
engaging manufacturers in the park
it develops.
CEO of the corporation with state
minister portfolio, Sisay Gemechu,
said that investors who engage in
the manufacturing sector in the
park will bring the country over two
billion dollars during the course of
the GTP II.
Bole lemi Industrial Park and ICT
Park, Ethiopia will have 10
industrial parks in different part of
the country. One of such eco-

Netafim will provide an end-to-end
irrigation solution for a plantation by
the Ethiopian government sugar
company.
The corporate division of Bank
Hapoalim has led a deal of over
$200 million for the Ethiopian
government's sugar company to
finance a huge irrigation project by
Netafim Ltd.The project covers
7,000 hectares (17,500 acres).
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The finance will be provided as
buyers' credit, fully guaranteed by
the government of Ethiopia, in
tranches against milestones in the
project, and will be transferred
directly to Netafim as payment for
exports. The government sugar
company will repay the credit over
9.5 years, and the repayment risk
is insured by a consortium of
insurance companies.

Netafim has carried out similar
projects in India, South Africa,
Brazil, and Peru.

HEAVY TRUCK ASSEMBLY
PLANT INAUGURATED

Netafim is a world leading company
in smart irrigation solutions for
sustainable agriculture. It has 28
subsidiaries, 17 factories, and
some 4,300 employees around the
world. It supplies to over 110
countries.
In the current project, Netafim will
supply an end-to-end solution from
engineering design to the supply of
infrastructure for drawing and
transporting
water,
advanced
irrigation systems, and control
systems, and including agronomic
and engineering consulting by the
company's experts. The sugar cane
will be irrigated using advanced
subsurface drip irrigation, which
has been proven to boost crop
yields substantially while saving
water and other inputs. The work
will start immediately and will be
spread over this year and next.

various factories in the regional
state.

A heavy truck assembly plant,
established in Mekelle town, Tigray
regional state, by Mesfin Industrial
Engineering Plc in partnership with
MAN Truck & Bus AG Company of
Germany, is inaugurated.
The plant has the capacity to
assembly 1,000 trucks per annum
by importing manufactured parts
from Germany.
The factory, which is the first of its
kind for the country, helps to save
foreign exchange.
Mesfin Industrial Engineering Plc is
a pioneer company in establishing

The factory is also undertaking
expansion project which would
enable it to raise its annual
production capacity to 3,000 trucks.
The expansion project will be
completed within nine months.

GENERAL ELECTRIC(GE)
LOOKS TO EXPAND IN
ETHIOPIA
General Electric, the sixth-largest
firm in the U.S. by gross revenue,
and the 14th most profitable, hopes
to expand in Africa — especially
Ethiopia and Mozambique.
The Boston, Massachusetts-based
conglomerate expects to double
revenue and employees in Africa
with the expansion, BidnessEtc
reported.
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Power will be GE’s biggest growth
sector in Africa, with opportunities
in rail and health care.
GE expansion will include aviation
in Ethiopia, oil and gas in
Mozambique,
and
rail
and
healthcare in both.
“We’re very optimistic about
Ethiopia. We’re also optimistic
about Mozambique, and expanding
our footprint in both of those
countries,”the CEO-for Africa- said.

THE FIRST ENGINE
MANUFACTURING PLANT IN
ETHIOPIA TO BEGIN TRIAL
PRODUCTION
The construction of an engine
manufacturing plant, which is the
first of its kind in Ethiopia, has been
finalized within the Metals and
Engineering Corporation (METEC).

The Metals and Engineering
Corporation (METEC) is one of the
institutions established by the
Federal Democratic Republic of
Ethiopia (FDRE) to enable the
realization of the government’s
Growth and Transformation Plan
(GTP) and to accelerate the
ongoing transition of Ethiopia into
industrialization and becoming a
middle-income country.

The engine plant, erected in
Mekele town, Tigray regional state,
is expected to begin trial production
within a few weeks. Upon going
operational, it is expected to create
jobs for 1, 500 people.

*

*

*

The plant has the capacity to
produce up to 30, 000 engines per
annum for water pumps, vehicles
and machinery. Through process
the plant will also manufacture tank
and jet engines.
In
addition
to
accelerating
Ethiopia’s
industrialization
development objective, the engine
plant will serve as a center of
excellence for other engineering
factories existed in the country.
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